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The Greeks did not steal fire; it was stolen on our behalf.  

Humans, as all animals, were molded from clay. Prometheus quickened each—
animate breath pressed past argillaceous lips—then proffered gifts. Sticky tongues, 
sharp claws, powerful jaws, razor teeth. Or swift legs, hard shells, unpleasant taste, 
camouflage.

He doled all traits, but humans still stood gift-less. Naked hairless things. Prometheus 
looked at those creatures so far beneath himself and was worried into action, think-
ing they deserved his love. Or at least his mercy. And so he brought fire from Mount 
Olympus. Humans would be weak of body but strong of mind.

Zeus was furious when he learned of the transgression. Fire is divine. Imagine: a god 
forced to watch those myrmecoid ape-things enjoy his flames. Prometheus writhing 
upon the rocks was too little distraction.

And so Zeus cursed our kind. He sent Pandora, beautiful bride we could not resist. We 
unsealed her jar: with lives yoked to Hate, Hubris, and Hunger, humans by suffering 
would settle our debt.

Fire is the greatest gift, but it has never come for free.

#

The Kakadu of Australia killed their women for hiding fire. The men became croco-
diles and dragged the women underwater, flooding submerged lungs. Then brought the 
corpses back ashore to upbraid: why did you not share? The dead women could not an-
swer, and crocodiles these men remained.

Just north, on the Torres Strait Islands, the hero Hawia asked Crocodile for fire but was 
rebuked. In time our hero stole fire from an elderly witch; Crocodile, seeing smoke, 
then offered to share his flames. But we had no more need of charity. The reptile slunk 
away ashamed and resolved to catch and kill the upstarts.

#

The Xerente of Brazil took fire from Jaguar. In the beginning, Jaguar was richly civi-
lized: adorned with jewelry, cooking his food. After humans claimed his flames, Jag-

uar relinquished all trappings of culture, resolving to eat meat raw and especially hunt 
human beings.

The Wichí, too, fear Jaguar, ever since they stole from him.

#

The Wathi Wathi of Australia wanted fire, but only Water-rat possessed it. Hawk of-
fered help; though Water-rat was a jealous steward, Hawk flapped and flapped to 
spread the flames. Sparks jumped and lit the world alight. Humans have ever since had 
fire, but the flames laid waste to woodlands; now vast bare plains abound.

At times our conquest wrecks the world.

#

Fire is knowledge. Early in our evolution, each human brain could fit inside a pint 
glass. By half a million years ago, when our ancestors regularly used fire, human brains 
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were flagon-sized. Soon after, humans could create fire: generation after generation lived 
and died with larger skulls.

Thought is expensive, dramatically increasing a creature’s caloric requirements. Without 
fire, our ancestors would have eaten twenty-four hours per day. The grim drudgery of 
mastication, imposed by needy minds. But fire makes roots digestible. Cooked meat 
can be more briefly chewed. Fire allowed our brains to grow.

Yet large brains kill. Relative to other species, all Homo sapiens are born months prema-
ture, that our budding minds not rip mothers apart. And large brains starve us in times 
of scarcity. Through the lurching drift of evolution, no gift is free.

And so our skulls have shrunk of late. With each task sloughed onto another, human 
brains grew smaller, sleeker, stupider. Thirty millennia ago, humans domesticated dogs: 
we outsourced attention and the night watch to their minds. Ten millennia ago, hu-
mans began to farm and live in place: again our brains diminished. A “civilized” person 
need not be as intelligent as a hunter-gatherer. The stakes are lower. To hunt, we must 

understand the behavior of every animal: to gather, recognize each edible or medicinal 
plant. Before writing, brains were libraries.

The Internet revolution is unlikely to reduce brain volume further—among Internet 
users calories are plentiful, and, in the presence of socialized health care, the only attri-
bute yielding evolutionary fitness is fecundity.

Even so, we might disappoint our forebears. When early humans stole fire, they cher-
ished the divine spark. Each individual could make fire. With sticks and rocks, they 
could be gods.

#

The Neanderthal used fire. We do not know from whom they stole: their gods were 
expunged when Homo sapiens ventured north and harried the worshipers to extinc-
tion. The only surviving artworks of the Neanderthal—blurs, beads, crosshatchings on 
stone—are too abstract to give any glimmer of their myths.
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The beliefs of Homo sapiens from this time—approximately 40,000 years ago—are 
equally obscure.

What little we know is gleaned from the detritus of abandoned campsites. The Nean-
derthal were more egalitarian than our own ancestors. They used fire to cook, to light 
their caves, to make glue and harden spears.

Perhaps we were their curse.
#

In Genesis, humans are cursed for gaining knowledge. A snake whispered that Yahweh’s 
threat of imminent death was surely false. We took from the tree and fire was ours.

But Yahweh cherished his hierarchy. And believed that immortality—with knowledge, 
the two halves of divinity—was one more piece of fruit away. The thieves were ban-
ished by a flaming sword.

For aiding humanity, the snake is 
loathed.

In the garden, the man was a horticul-
turist. A vegetarian. He knew no need 
for fire. But amidst Yahweh’s litany of 
abuse is the admonition that humans 
will now eat bread—cooked food. By 
gods we gain, by gods we are cursed.

#

At approximately the time Genesis 
was written, Siddhartha Gautama 
sought enlightenment. He sat beneath 
a tree. The gods realized that his unin-
terrupted thought would make hu-
mans their equals; they sent a storm 
to break his concentration. Seven 
days of dark and rain. A cobra—naja, 
naga, Mucalinda—was sympathetic to 
our cause. He used his hood to shield 
the seated man.

For aiding humanity, the snake is 
revered.

#

Fire is knowledge. And knowledge is sex: after they were banished from the garden, the 
man knew his wife; thus the pair, like Yahweh, created life.

If fire is knowledge, knowledge 
sex, fire is sex.

To create ritual fire in Poly-
nesia, a woman stood atop 
grooved wood, holding it in 
place with her legs. A man 
rubbed a small stick back and 
forth through the groove until 
it sparked. Among the Marind-
Amin, the first fire began when 
a man and woman embraced 
too tightly; embers emerge 
anew when dry sticks in mim-
icry repeat the friction of this 
coupling.

The English language evolved 
among lapsarian agrarians. Our 
word for copulation derives 
from farming and violence: 
Germanic pfluong, to plow, 
Proto-Indo-European pug, to 
strike. Whereas the Maori hika 
means the creation of either 
fire or children.

#

Maui brought fire to the Maori, 
obtained from his ancestress Mahuika in the netherworld. She gave fire freely, ripping a 
smoldering fingernail from her own hand. But Maui—trickster hero—was too curious. 
He intentionally quenched the gift and returned to ask for another, again and again un-
til Mahuika flung her last burning nail and set the world alight. Maui became a hawk 
and flew; the flames leapt after him; our world was near destroyed before Maui prayed 
for rain.

We cook our food, but the netherworld now burns. At times fire spills as lava into the 
land of light and people die. Hawks still sport scorched tails.“Morbidly Bitten” by Jury S. Judge
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#

In the beginning, all humans stood tall and strong. But the Ekoi of Nigeria did not 
have fire. And so they sent a boy—the Lame Boy, not yet lame—to obtain fire from 
Obassi Osaw in the sky. Our champion returned, but when Obassi saw smoke he knew 
the theft and levied a curse: the boy would never walk again.

#

The Apache came by fire when it was stolen by Fox. After a mid-flight fall—he was 
learning from geese but, like Icarus, forgot the prohibitions—Fox joined fireflies for 
a feast. He bound a brand of bark to his tail and stuck it in their campfire. With bark 
a-lit, Fox fled; the fireflies chased but could not stop him; sparks fell from his brand 
and hid within the trees.

Fox was cursed: for stealing fire, he could never use it himself. Only humans would 
enjoy his flames.

#

Years ago, Dog could speak. For sharing the secret of fire with the Austronesians of 
New Britain, his voice was stricken away.

#

Fire was brought to the English speakers of North America by a ribald hero named 
Benjamin. He lofted a key—symbol of entry—with wet kite during a storm. Lightning 
struck; the man survived; humans claimed electricity, the fire that leaps within our very 
minds.

#

After a heavy storm, sunlight shatters across droplets in the air. Humans emerge blink-
ing from their shelters and see the bow. This iridescent arc shows that Yahweh has not 
forgot his promise: waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all flesh.

He spoke no sanctity from fire.

#

Outside Alamogordo, New Mexico—which was inhabited by the Apache for thousands 
of years, and would one day become a burial ground for the Atari—Robert Oppen-
heimer stared across the sand, his throat tight, jaw clenched. In the arid air, he did not 

appear to sweat. Then came the flash, his whole world momentarily white. His face 
slacked; once more he could breathe, having served his country and the world.

“It worked,” he whispered.

Or, as he saw the blinding light, time seemed to stop. Robert Oppenheimer dropped to 
his knees and began to chant:

 …divi sũrya-sahasrasya
 bhaved yugapad utthitā
 yadi bhãh sadrśī sā syād
 bhāsas tasya mahātmanah…

The physicist was blessed. Naught but the rise of thousands of suns could compare to the 
glow of my Lord.

Or, as the sky rumbled, a great ball of fire and ash tumbling toward heaven, Robert 
Oppenheimer spread his arms and tilted his head back. His eyes glowed; the rich tim-
bre of his voice suggested cavernous depths; he proclaimed:

 …kālo‘smi loka-ksaya-krt…

The End I am.

“I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds.”

No other god need punish this theft. At last, fire’s gift and curse were one.
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